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C21st London

ESRC grant ES/N015053/1: Gentrification, Displacement, and the Impacts of Council
Estate Renewal in Twenty First Century London
Amidst talk of the social cleansingand gentrification of London, this 33-month project explored the
impact of council estate renewal on those residents being ‘decanted’from their homes to allow for
demolition and redevelopment. As well as compiling quantitative evidence of the scale of the
renewal of estates in London, and the amount of demolition which has been undertaken, the
project used qualitative methods to explore the impacts of decanting on different resident groups.
Some of the major findings are as follows:


The scale of decanting from council estates has been under-estimated: there have been at
least 161 schemes in London since 1997 which have involved demolition, and at least
55,000 households (approximately 150,000 to 200,000 residents) have had to move.



The majority of properties on redeveloped estates are sold at market rate and few meet the
definition of ‘affordable’ housing.Housing association rents are usually higher than council
rents, properties are generally smaller, and in being moved into housing association
properties council tenants lose the extra protections built into council housing tenure.



The impact of decanting on residents varies according to tenure. For many leaseholders,
compensation payments for their properties do not allow them to buy a similar property
near to their previous residence; council tenants are often rehoused nearer the original
estate but sometimes out of borough.



Temporary tenants are often moved onto estates in the process of being decanted. Many
temporary tenants have ended up living on decanting estates for many years, yet they have
no rights in terms of being rehoused on the footprint of the estate, in the new development
or nearby.



Return to the original footprint of the estate is often impossible for leaseholders given
similar-sized properties in the new developments tend to become much less affordable
after redevelopment: shared ownership properties are rarely attractive for those who
previously bought their property under ‘right to buy’.



The process of decantingis often very slow, poorly managed, and badly communicated,and
this provokes considerable stress and anxiety for residents. This can have major impacts
on their health and well-being.



Those most adversely affected by decanting tend to display protected characteristics,
suggesting local authorities have a duty to properly consider their public sector equalities
duties when overseeing and managing the renewal process.

Background
England’s council estates are facing a ‘new’ urban
renewal that threatens to repeat many of the
mistakes of post-war urban renewal which
disrupted local communities and exacerbated the
social problems slum clearance was meant to
solve. Now it is the large inner-city estates of the
1960/70s that are slated for demolition:council
estates are stigmatized as sites of concentrated
social dysfunction but local authorities are being
encouraged to cash in on their underlying land
value to finance more housing.
The London Assembly (2015) estimated that over
the last decade 50 former council estates across
London have received planning permission for
partial or complete demolition and redevelopment
at higher densities, but this appears a gross
under-estimate of the extent of the demolitions
that been undertaken. Irrespective, the number of
households ‘decanted’ from these estates is
clearly considerable and the cumulative impacts
on residents, both tenants and leaseholders, who
have already been displaced or are still awaiting
decant is potentially life-changing.

Project aims and methods
Our overall aim was to contribute to wider
understandings
of
the
social
change,
gentrification, and displacement associated with
council estate renewal in London.The project
involved an initial ‘extensive’ phase of secondary
data analysis to identify and quantitatively map
broad patterns of demographic displacement,
gentrification, and estate redevelopment across
London.
Freedom of information requests, analysis of
planning databases and trawls of websites led us
to identify161 estates in London of more than 100
households where there has been a scheme to

demolish and redevelop housing since 1997. We
estimated that 190 schemes on these 161 sites
entailed the demolition of at least 55,000 homes,
with the ‘average’ scheme involving the decanting
of 274 households prior to demolition and rebuild.
Some schemes were relatively modest in scale:
for example, the Triangle estate in Islington
involved the demolition of just six maisonette
dwellings. On the other hand, some schemes
have involved mass demolitions: the Heygate
estate in Southwark involved the demolition of
1200 units, the South Acton estate in Ealing 1998
units, and the Woodberry Down estate in Hackney
1980 units. In all, 12 schemes had more than
1000 units demolished, suggesting that in some
cases very large and established communities
were being broken up by processes of
displacement.
Local authorities were unable to furnish us with
reliable information concerning the rehousing of
council tenants and the out-migration of
leaseholders (bar data obtained for the revised
Aylesbury Public Inquiry in 2018). This meant we
had to use ‘Linked Consumer Registers’ (LCRs),
whichaugment administrative records (e.g.from
voter registries) with consumer-derived data
(e.g.from loyalty cards or credit reporting
agencies), and make it possible to infer household
relocations at an appropriate temporal and spatial
scale (see the pre and post regeneration flows
figures below).
Following this mapping, we explored the impacts
of decanting on residents, 120 interviews were
conducted with households on six estates across
London: the Aylesbury Estate (Southwark),
Carpenters Estate (Newham), Love Lane
(Haringey), Gascoigne (Barking & Dagenham),
Ocean Estate (Tower Hamlets) and Pepys Estate
(Lewisham). Focusing on questions of health and
well-being, these included residents on different
tenures, and at different stages of life, some of
whom also offered photographic reflections.

Displacement from the Aylesbury Estate for leaseholders (left) and tenants (right)

Findings
We found strong evidence that relocations from
unregeneratedestates are significantly different
from those of estates renewed since 1997.
Comparison of out-migration from estates
undergoing renewal and those not undergoing
renewal, as well as in the five years before and
after renewal, shows, in general,that fewer leaving
estates after decanting tend to remain in-borough
or in London than is the case for the ‘voluntary’
moves before decanting begins. As the maps here
show, many moves after decanting begins are in
an outward direction, suggesting that the renewal
programme is rolling the gentrification frontier in
an outwards direction.What complicates the
picture here is the difference between tenants and
leaseholders, with the two groups exhibiting
different patterns of relocation: leaseholders
appear more likely to move further afield in the

search for a new home because of the rising
prices in inner London. This is evidenced in the
figures, above, which were presented to the
Aylesbury public inquiries.

On all estates, residents felt that the case for
demolition
had
not
been
adequately
articulatedandthat they had not beengiven a real
choice about the future. We found that most – but
not all – of those being decanted were reluctant
movers. Older residents in particular were anxious
about the breaking up of community networks,
being dislocated from friends, family, and health
and community facilities, and experiencing a loss
of place identity. Younger residents, and those
with children, were more concerned about facing
more difficult commutes, losing their jobs,
disrupting children’s schooling, and the loss of
support
networks,
especially
around
childcare.There was also concern about moving to
a smaller, more expensive home in the future.
Many of our interviewees expressed dismay at
their having to move, seeing it as a form of classbased displacement. Those specifically from
Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic groups sensed
that their ethnic communities were being ripped
apart – for example, the Bengali community on
the Ocean estate and the African/Carribean
communities on the Aylesbury – a number
expressing that they were disregarded by their
Council because of an assumption that they would
not know what was going on.
Given the limited time span of the project, we
found it hard to interview residents before and
after their move, although we did interview some
returnees. The few residents that got to move
back into a newly-developed estate were often
pleased with their newly-built home butoften
expressed a loss of sense of place and
community. This repeats a theme in much of the
established literature on regeneration and
renewal, with gains in housing quality often
coming at the cost of community relations.
In all of this, the process of decanting was
perceived by most residents to have been
excessively drawn out: in many cases, years had
passed from the initial announcement about
demolition to the point where residents actually
understood where they would be moved to.This
commits a form of ‘slow violence’ whereby
residents experienced uncertainty about the future
over a long duration: for some this had obvious
impacts on their mental health and social wellbeing. Some also alleged that authorities
deliberately neglected essential repairs in the
years before demolition, and that this effectively
wore-down
their
resistance
to
removal.
Communities were effectively destroyed at the
point that demolition was first announced, with the
phased removal of tenants, leaseholders and
temporary residents gradually reducing the overall
liveability of the estate.

Policy Recommendations

The following recommendations should be
included in the Mayor’s Good Practice Guide to
Estate Regeneration:


We need a robust evidence base on the
negative (as compared to the positive)
impacts of estate renewal, including better
attention being paid to the social and
psychological impacts.



These impacts should be mandated to be
included in viability assessments and
funding should be made for longitudinal
research from the minute estate renewal
is mooted.



A social viability assessment model needs
to be developed specifically for estate
renewal and/or similar regeneration
programmes.



In addition to tracking the impacts of
displacement, it appears vital that
residents are always given a voice in
decisions affecting their future.



Residents should also be presented with
unbiased information by the local council
on the pros and cons of estate renewal
and the tenurial changes associated with
it.
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